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Rafiki is a Czech brand whose story had begun long before it even got its name
and the first T-shirt was made. Still, it was always with us back then – when we were getting pumped on long rock
lines, while projecting the routes on difficult bouldering sequences, on a wobbly slackline, and when sitting
by the fire with a bunch of friends in the evenings.
Rafiki's brand philosophy is like climbing a rock route when everyone must find their own unique way
to approach it. Rafiki means "friend" and Rafiki's mission is to support each of you in finding your own path.
Perhaps that's why the brand has quickly found fans among climbers
and all those who feel the same way about the world.

#RAFIKICLIMBING

MARTINA DEMMEL GYM SESSION TRIP TO SPAIN

RAFIKI AMBASSADORS
Our ambassadors include experienced climbers as well as interesting personalities and promising aces.
The most prominent members of the team are:
leading German climber Martina Demmel, who climbs 9a routes,
ŠtěpȘn Volf, who is constantly trying and inventing new difficult projects in the Moravian Karst,
Vojta Trojan, a tireless rock climber and competitor,
Kuba Konećný, who has climbed various routes up to a 9a+ grade,
leading Belgian boulderer Rob Dennayer or Spanish climber Núria Díaz.
All of them, and dozens of others, give us feedback that is incredibly important for our work and we take into
consideration when creating new collections.

#RAFIKITEAM

RAFIKI URBAN BOULDER RACE PRAGUE

RAFIKI COOPERATIONS
For a long time, we have been supporting exciting and often unique climbing events such as the Rafiki Water
Boulder Games, the Rafiki Urban Boulder Race and other climbing competitions and festivals.
We are very happy about the success of the Czech Mountaineering Association's youth climbing team
that we have been supporting for years.

p ol e
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RAFIKI DISTRIBUTION

Rafiki is no longer just a local brand. You can bump into it while sipping coffee in the winding streets
of Arco in Italy, when endlessly practising in the shady forests of Frankenjura in Germany, while improving
your personal best in sunny Kalymnos, or when spending the winter climbing in far-away Spain.

EDITA VOPATOVÁ TICINO

RAFIKI WOMEN

MORENA

NEW

WOMEN'S HIGH LOFT DOWN JACKET

FABRICS
shell: 100% polyamide rip-stop + DWR
filling: Duck Down
700 cuin FP, 90/10 (down to feather) - RDS Certified

INFO

IFIED
CERT DOWN
DUCK

700

FIT: regular
SIZE: 34-42
WEIGHT: 495g (size 36)

ACTIVITIES
Climbing
Bouldering
LIfestyle

ED
TIFI
N
CER K DOW
DUC

FEATURES

700

+ 2-way main zipper with internal full length windproof flap
+ 2 zipped main pockets with microfleece
+ chest zipper pocket
+ inner mesh pockets
+ hood self adjustment
+ elastic sleeve hems
+ inner microfleece neck panel
+ lycra forehead cuff
+ low hem drawstring adjustment
+ compresion bag

D
CERTIFIEDOWN
DUCK

D
CERTIFIEDOWN
DUCK

700

COLOURS

700

Lizard/raven

Chrysanthemum/chili

D
CERTIFIEDOWN
DUCK

700

Chrysanthemum/insignia

NEVIS

NEW

WOMEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT INSULATED JACKET

FABRICS
shell: 100% polyamide rip-stop + DWR
92% polyester + 8% elastan

5

filling: 100% polyester

INFO
FIT: straight
SIZE: 34-42
WEIGHT: 550g (size 36)

ACTIVITIES
Climbing
Bouldering
LIfestyle

5

FEATURES
+ 2-way main zipper with internal
fullxlength windproof flap
+ polarstretch underarm parts
+ 2 zipped main pockets
+ zipped chest pocket
+ fixed hood with elastic binding
and regulation
+ lowxhem and cuffs with elastic
binding
+ ergonomic shaped sleeves
+ inner mesh pockets
+ lycra forehead cuff
+ compresion bag

COLOURS

5

Deep lake/insignia

5

Chrysanthemum/chili

5

Lizard/raven

15

AUTANA

NEW

WOMEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT INSULATED SKIRT

FABRICS
shell: 100% polyamide rip-stop + DWR
82% polyester + 8% elastan
filling: 100% polyester

INFO
FIT: regular
SIZE: 34-42
WEIGHT: 175g (size 36)

ACTIVITIES
Climbing
Bouldering
LIfestyle

FEATURES
+ 2-way main zipper with internal fullxlength windproof flap
+ insulated patched pocket
+ polarstretch wide waistband
+ low hem drawstring adjustment

COLOURS

Lizard/raven

Chrysanthemum/chili

Insignia/chili

TARIFA

NEW

WOMEN'S HODDED HAIRY FLEECE JACKET

FABRICS
shell: 100% polyester
92% polyester + 8% elastan

INFO
FIT: straight
SIZE: 34-42
WEIGHT: 480g (size 36}

ACTIVITIES
Climbing
Bouldering

FEATURES
+ fixed hood with elastic binding
+ 2-way main zipper
+ 2 zipped main pockets
+ chest zipper pocket
+ low hem and sleeve with elastic cuff

COLOURS

Insignia blue

Abbey stone

17

MANDALA

NEW

WOMEN'S COMFORTABLE LONG HOODY

FABRICS
70% polyester + 26% cotton + 4% elastan

INFO
FIT: regular
SIZE: 34-42
WEIGHT: 635g (size 36}:

ACTIVITIES
Climbing
Bouldering
LIfestyle

FEATURES
+ fixed hood with regulation
+ kangaroo pocket with zipper opening
+ sleeve hem with elastic binding
+ ribbed bottom hem
+ long size

COLOURS

Raven/sagebrush

Sagebrush

Lizard/raven

VIPERA

NEW

WOMEN'S LONG-SLEEVE T-SHIRT

FABRICS
72% cotton + 28% Sorona
(DuPont corn fiber)

INFO
FIT: regular
SIZE: 34-42
WEIGHT: 115g (size 36}:

ACTIVITIES
Climbing
Bouldering
LIfestyle

FEATURES
+ wide round neckline
+ sleeves with dividing seams
+ front print

COLOURS

Avocado

Rosin

Gray mist

19

CERRO

NEW

WOMEN'S CLIMBING DENIM PANTS

FABRICS
shell:
55% cotton + 23 % Rayon + 20% polyester + 2% elastan
88% polyester + 12% elastan (waistband cuff)

INFO
FIT: straight
SIZE: 34-42
WEIGHT: 480g (size 36}:

ACTIVITIES
LIfestyle
Bouldering

FEATURES
+ wide elastic waistband with internal drawcord
+ hand pockets
+ rear pocket
+ gusset for freedom of movement
+ ergonomic prexshaped knees
+ toothbrush loops
+ bottom leg back part elastic

COLOURS

Dark blue denim

BADAMI

NEW

WOMEN'S BASIC SWEAT PANTS

FABRICS
70% polyester + 26% cotton + 4% elastan

INFO
FIT: straight
SIZE: 34-42
WEIGHT: 480g (size 36}:

ACTIVITIES
Bouldering
LIfestyle

FEATURES
+ elastic waistband
+ waist internal drawcord
+ hand pockets
+ patched rear pocket
+ low leg rig cuffs

COLOURS

Raven

Sagebrush

21

LUKÁŠ KLINGORA VAL BAVONA

RAFIKI MEN

FUEGO

NEW

MEN'S HIGH LOFT DOWN JACKET

FABRICS
shell: 100% polyamide rip-stop + DWR
filling: Duck Down
700 cuin FP, 90/10 (down to feather) - RDS Certified

INFO

IFIED
CERT DOWN
DUCK

700

FIT: regular
SIZE: S-XXL
WEIGHT: 515g (size M)

ACTIVITIES
Climbing
Bouldering
LIfestyle

FEATURES

ED
TIFI
N
CER K DOW
DUC

+ 2-way main zipper with internal fullxlength windproof flap
+ 2 zipped main pockets with microfleece
+ chest zipper pocket
+ inner mesh pockets
+ hood self adjustment
+ elastic sleeve hems
+ inner microfleece neck panel
+ lycra forehead cuff
+ low hem drawstring adjustment
+ compresion bag

D
CERTIFIEDOWN
DUCK

D
CERTIFIEDOWN
DUCK

D
CERTIFIEDOWN
DUCK

700

COLOURS

700

700

700

Raven

Chili/lizard

Insignia/chili

GLEN

NEW

MEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT INSULATED JACKET

FABRICS
shell: 100% polyamide rip-stop + DWR
92% polyester + 8% elastan
filling: 100% polyester

INFO
FIT: straight
SIZE: S-XXL
WEIGHT: 650g (size M)

ACTIVITIES
Climbing
Bouldering
LIfestyle

FEATURES
+ 2-way main zipper with internal fullxlength windproof flap
+ polarstretch underarm parts
+ 2 zipped main pockets
+ zipped chest pocket
+ fixed hood with elastic binding and regulation
+ lowxhem and cuffs with elastic binding
+ ergonomic shaped sleeves
+ inner mesh pockets
+ lycra forehead cuff
+ compresion bag

COLOURS

Chili/raven

Deep lake/insignia

Lizard/raven

25

HULK

NEW

MEN'S HODDED HAIRY FLEECE JACKET

FABRICS
shell: 100% polyester
92% polyester + 8% elastan

INFO
FIT: straight
SIZE: S-XXL
WEIGHT: 515g (size M)

ACTIVITIES
Climbing
Bouldering

FEATURES
+ fixed hood with elastic binding
+ full-zipper opening
+ main zipper pockets
+ low chest zipper pocket
+ low hem with elastic binding
+ sleeve elastic cuffs

COLOURS

Insignia blue

Abbey stone

PANTERA

NEW

MEN'S COMFORTABLE HOODY

FABRICS
shell: 70% polyester + 26% cotton + 4% elastan

INFO
FIT: regular
SIZE: S-XXL
WEIGHT: 675g (size M)

ACTIVITIES
Climbing
Bouldering
LIfestyle

FEATURES
+ fixed hood with regulation
+ kangaroo pocket with zipper opening
+ sleeve hem with elastic binding
+ ribbed bottom hem

COLOURS

Raven

Sagebrush/raven

Lizard/raven

27

VIRAGE
MEN LONG-SLEEVE MIDWEIGHT FLANNEL SHIRT

FABRICS
shell: 100% cotton
yarn-dyed plaid twill

INFO
FIT: regular
SIZE: S-XXL
WEIGHT: 485g (size M)

ACTIVITIES
Lifetime
Bouldering

FEATURES
+ Breathable
+ Chest pockets with single-button flap closure
+ Hand pockets
+ Underarm inseam gusset panel
+ Sleeve opening and regulation

COLOURS

Taupe plaid

Sagebrush plaid

PITONE

NEW

MEN'S LONG-SLEEVE T-SHIRT

FABRICS
72% cotton + 28% Sorona
(DuPont corn fiber)

INFO
FIT: regular
SIZE: S-XXL
WEIGHT: 225g (size M)

ACTIVITIES
Climbing
Bouldering
LIfestyle

FEATURES
+ round neckline
+ sleeves with dividing seams
+ front print

COLOURS

Rosin/avocado

Earth red/rosin

Gray mist/magnet

29

LEDGE
MEN'S PERFORMANCE CORD PANTS

FABRICS
shell: 98% cotton + 2% elastan (cord fabric)
97% cotton + 3% elastan

INFO
FIT: Regular
SIZE: S-XXL
WEIGHT: 545g (size M)

ACTIVITIES
Lifestyle
Bouldering

FEATURES
+ 2 front top-entry pockets
+ 2 large rear patched pockets
+ elastic adjustable waistband
+ fly opening
+ YKK zipper
+ gusset for freedom of movement
+ ergonomic pre-shaped knees
+ brush pocket
+ waistbelt loops

COLOURS

Lizard

Sagebrush

Asphalt

TORRE

NEW

MEN'S CLIMBING DENIM PANTS
NG

RAFIKI

FABRICS

CLIMBI

RAFIKI

CLIMBING

shell:
55% cotton + 23 % Rayon + 20% polyester + 2% elastan
88% polyester + 12% elastan (waistband cuff)

INFO
FIT: straight
SIZE: S-XXL
WEIGHT: 520g (size M)

ACTIVITIES
LIfestyle
Bouldering

FEATURES
+ elastic waistband with internal drawcord
+ hand pockets
+ rear pocket
+ gusset for freedom of movement
+ ergonomic prexshaped knees
+ brush pocket
+ bottom leg drawstring regulation

COLOURS

RAFIKI

CLIMBING

Dark blue denim

31

RODELLAR

NEW

MEN'S SOLID PERFORMANCE CLIMBING PANTS FOR ALL DAY COMFORT
RAFIK

FABRICS

RAFIKI

shell: 97% cotton + 3% elastan

INFO
FIT: straight
SIZE: S-XXL
WEIGHT: 620 g

ACTIVITIES
Climbing
Bouldering
LIfestyle

FEATURES
+ adjustable elastic waistband
+ 2 front topxentry pockets
+ 2 large lowxset rear pockets
+ gusset for freedom of movement
+ YKK zipper
+ ergonomic prexshaped knees
+ bottom leg regulation
+ zipped side pocket
+ brush pocket
+ waistbelt loops

COLOURS

ING
I CLIMB

Asphalt

Lizard

Sagebrush green

G
CLIMBIN

DURGA

NEW

MEN'S BASIC SWEAT PANTS

FABRICS
shell: 70% polyester + 26% cotton + 4% elastan

INFO
FIT: straight
SIZE: S-XXL
WEIGHT: 515g (size M)

ACTIVITIES
Bouldering
LIfestyle

FEATURES
+ elastic waistband
+ waist internal drawcord
+ hand pockets
+ patched rear pocket
+ low leg rig cuffs

COLOURS

Raven

Lizard

33

DOWN

ECO-EFFICIENT PERFORMANCE FIBER

ECO-EFFICIENT PERFORMANCE FIBER

.. has been used for centuries as an insulation for
garments where maximum warmth was required.
Nothing has been developed that comes close to
the warmth or sustainability of down. It also has
the unique ability to retain its loft and
performance for many, many years.
Rafiki brand uses 100% responsible sourced
down with RDS certificate.

.. is a polyester microfiber made of 37% plant-based component (corn glucose). It is soft, quick
drying and moisture wicking, so it is a durable
and responsible alternative to animal down.

Sorona® is 37% plant based, using 30% less
energy and emitting 50% less GHG (greenhouse
gas) as compared to the production of nylon from
non-renewable resources. In this day and age,
that’s a great look.

LIGHTWEIGHT BREATHABLE WARMTH

DUPONT SORONA STRETCH FIBRE

Sorona® synthetic down insulation provides
lightweight, exceptional resistance to heat loss
with the added benefit of breathability.

Sorona fibre’s versatility and mechanical,
long-lasting stretch makes it an excellent
replacement for spandex

LONG-LASTING SHAPE AND LOFT

SPANDEX-FREE STRETCH SOLUTION
THAT CAN BE RECYCLED

The Responsible Down Standard is promoted
internationally by the Textile Exchange, provides
for the release of an environmental declaration
verified by a third party which ensures that down
and feathers used for padding elements are
obtained from aquatic birds (goose and duck) or
terrestrial (e.g. chicken and turkey) that have
not been subjected to treatments that cause
pain, suffering or stress and that an identification and traceability system that applies to the
origin of the material is applied and maintained.

Use it, wash it, then do it again. Sorona® synthetic down insulation maintains its shape and loft
wash after wash, so you can look good and stay
warm wear after wear, no matter where the day
takes you.
SUPREME SOFTNESS
Live comfortably in every climate. Sorona®
synthetic down insulation provides unparalleled
softness that redefines how warmth should feel,
so you can enjoy the outdoors in any season.

https://sorona.com/apparel/sorona-aura

Sorona fabrics offer the perfect comfort stretch
performance without breaking down over time
due to heat, UV rays or chlorine exposure –
meaning clothes continue to look, feel and
perform great after each wear. This can lengthen
the life of the garment for multiple uses and
when it is finally time to retire the garment, it can
be mechanically recycled rather than being
directed to the landfill

https://sorona.com/apparel/sorona-agile

Loft
.. push your performance even further. This soft
and highly compressive fabric is the right balance
between thermal insulation and breathability.
It's construction creates air pockets that keep
body warmth in the fluffy fibres. For better
breathability the mesh body releases excess heat
during exercise. Polarstretch Loft is lightweight,
packable and highly breathable.
The Polarstretch materials are hard-wearing,
pliable and flexible in all directions as well as
lightweight and easy to maintain. Polarstretch
fabrics works best under a wind blocking layers.
We suggest to use Polarstretch fabrics as a mid
layer for intensive activities in cold conditions.

THE GLOBAL ORGANIC TEXTILE STANDARD
(GOTS)

INDIAN ORGANIC COTTON

.. is recognised as the world's leading
processing standard for textiles made from
organic fibres. It defines high-level environmental criteria along the entire organic textiles
supply chain and requires compliance with
social criteria as well.

.. is cotton that is produced and certified to
organic agricultural standards. Its production
sustains the health of soils, ecosystems and
people by using natural processes rather than
artificial inputs. Importantly organic cotton
farming does not allow the use of toxic
chemicals or GMOs (genetically modified
organisms). Instead, it combines tradition,
innovation and science to benefit the shared
environment and promote a good quality of life
for all involved.

Only textile products that contain a minimum
of 70% organic fibres can become GOTS
certified. All chemical inputs such as dyestuffs
and auxiliaries used must meet certain
environmental and toxicological criteria. The
choice of accessories is limited in accordance
with ecological aspects as well. A functional
waste water treatment plant is mandatory for
any wet-processing unit involved and all
processors must comply with social criteria.
The key criteria of GOTS, its quality assurance
system and the principles of the review and
revision procedure are summarised in this
section.

Promotes safe work
& better livelihoods
Impacts our food system

Fair price for sustainability

The world known brand stands for highly functional and top quality zippers ensuring comfort and
reliability even during long-term use. YKK zippers
are waterproof, windproof, highly durable, able to
withstand extreme weather and therefore are
frequently used in technical sports apparel.

https://www.ykkfastening.com/products/zipper/

Reduces
environmental footprint

You can make a difference

Model for the future

https://www.global-standard.org/

http://aboutorganiccotton.org/

MEN

HOW TO MEASURE

CHEST / Place the tape measure under the arms and around the
fullest part of your chest with arms raised slightly.
WAIST / Measure all the way around your body, level with your belly
button. Make sure it's not too tight and that it's straight, even at
the back. Don't hold your breath while measuring.
HIPS / Put your feet together. Locate the correct area of your hips
and measure the widest point around your buttocks. Hold the start
of the tape measure on one hip, wrap it around your buttocks and
around your other hip and then back to where you started.
INSEAM / Grab your favorite pair of pants. Measure the inseam
starting at the crotch seam to the bottom of the pant leg.
SLEEVE LENGTH / Measure with your hands on your hips, from the
neck edge, across your shoulder and down the outside of your arm
to the wrist bone.

SLIM / FITTED
Fits close to the body
and form fitting.

WOMEN

HOW TO MEASURE

BUST / Place the tape measure under the arms and around the
fullest part of your bust with arms raised slightly.
WAIST / Measure all the way around your body, level with your belly
button. Make sure it's not too tight and that it's straight, even at
the back. Don't hold your breath while measuring.
HIPS / Put your feet together. Locate the correct area of your hips
and measure the widest point around your buttocks. Hold the start
of the tape measure on one hip, wrap it around your buttocks and
around your other hip and then back to where you started.
INSEAM / Grab your favorite pair of pants. Measure the inseam
starting at the crotch seam to the bottom of the pant leg.
SLEEVE LENGTH / Measure with your hands on your hips, from the
neck edge, across your shoulder and down the outside of your arm
to the wrist bone.

STRAIGHT
Straigt cut
through the body

CHEST

CHEST

WAIST

WAIST

HIPS

HIPS
RELAXED
Roomy and comfortable.
Drapes loosely on the body

INSEAM

INSEAM

MAN

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

44

46

48

50

52

54

CHEST

86-93

94-98

99-103

104-108

109-113

WAIST

73-77

78-82

83-87

88-92

93-97

98-102

HIPS

87-91

92-96

97-101

102-106

107-11

112-116

INSEAM

82-84

83-85

84-86

87-89

89-91

90-92

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

XXS

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

WOMAN

114-118

CHEST

77-80

81-84

85-88

89-92

93-96

97-100

100-103

WAIST

59-62

63-66

67-70

71-74

75-78

79-82

83-86

HIPS

85-88

89-92

93-96

97-101

102-105

106-109

110-113

INSEAM

76-79

78-81

80-83

82-85

84-87

86-89

88-90

128

140

152

6-7y

8-9y

10-11y

CHEST

64

69

74

WAIST

58

63

68

HIPS

70

75

80

INSEAM

56

64

73

KID

The measurements are in centimetres.
The measurements are only indicative, not dimensions of the garment
(except for inseam, which is garment measurement)
We recommend to try out our clothespersonally.

Rafiki reserves the right to perform changes in the products presented in this workbook. Any part of this presentation cannot be reproduced without permission of Rafiki.
Photographers: Jakub Cejpek, Jan NovȘk, Jakub Konećný and @climberbehindlens, LukȘš Bíba, Petra ŠebestovȘ, David HȘjek.

rafikiclimbing.com
Americká 54 | 301 00 Plzeň | Czech Republic | tel.: + 420 379 200 666 | office@rafiki.cz
@rafiki.climbinglife

#rafikiclimbing

Rafiki Climbing

